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Polychloroprene rubber
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Grommets & Bushes 
moulded and injected

HELAVIA grommets and mouldings in 

POLYCHLOROPRENE rubber (Neoprene)

SES-STERLING has modern sophisticated conversion equipment backed by

our research laboratory keeping us at the forefront of technology. Design and

manufacture of the moulds plus full maintenance facilities give us control of

production at all stages.

SES-STERLING can supply you with following standard moulded parts from

stock:

Grommets in different forms, membrane grommets, reinforced grom-

mets, wire-clamp grommets, wire protector grommets, caps, feet, flanged

and bushed grommets in specific shapes, special grommets.

With our know-how, we can adapt any specific demand on the material (sili-

cone, EPDM, ...) and colours (white, grey, ....).

Injection mouldings in PLIOPRENE TPE

PLIOPRENE TPE is a thermoplastic elastomer with exceptional properties.

Compared to vulcanized or cross-linked rubber, PLIOPRENE is in many ways

a superior thermoplastic material of high quality.

PLIOPRENE TPE is classified HB according to UL 94. It corresponds to

Vehicle Standards FMVSS 302 for combustion.

PLIOPRENE TPE parts are injected with a superb finish and precisely dimen-

sioned.

PLIOPRENE TPE is similar to rubber and is recommended for parts 

that need high resistance to both low and high temperatures and where

great flexibility and elasticity is required. It is also halogen free.

PLIO mouldings in flexible PVC

Flexible PVC has long been known as one of the most economical and useful

thermoplastic materials, particularly within the electrical industry. Injection

moulded parts in PVC always yield a good surface finish and are dimensionally

inert, particularly if the moulding is carried out by an experienced company.

For decades, SES-STERLING has gained this experience by manufacturing

extruded and moulded parts in flexible PVC under the PLIO trademark.

Modern, up to date and sophisticated injection moulding machines ensure a

very high production rate with consequent economic manufacturing costs.

STERLING has its own design and toolmaking shop which also maintains and

repairs tooling.

To complete its product range, SES-STERLING has other qualities

(PP, PE, PA).


